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Welcome from The Vice-Chancellor and Principal

Thank you for your interest in the role of Executive Director of Human Resources and Organisational
Development at University College Birmingham.
Based in the heart of the UK’s biggest regional city, University College Birmingham is highly respected
by employers and industry for providing career-focused education and training. We specialise in
vocational courses in both the Higher Education and Further Education sectors, alongside a growing
portfolio of Apprenticeships.
The University’s origins go back to the beginning of the twentieth century, drawing together a number
of sites to become a central College of Food and Technology in the 1950s. The former College of Food
underwent incorporation in 1993, transferred into the Higher Education sector in 2002, gained Taught
degree-awarding powers in 2007 and then full University status in 2012.
Our Mission is to promote and provide the opportunity for participation in the learning process by
those with the ambition and commitment to succeed and to maintain a learning community that meets
the diverse needs of our students, the economy and society at large. We have been recognised by a
wide range of government and employer bodies as a centre of vocational excellence. These include
affiliation with the Charted Institute of Marketing (CIM) and the Chartered Management Institute (CMI);
recognition from the Institute of Travel and Tourism and the Hospitality Guild as a Centre of Excellence;
accreditation from the Institute of Hospitality, the Society of Sports Therapists and the University of
Birmingham.
Our longstanding partnership with the University of Birmingham is of particular note, with the majority
of our undergraduate and postgraduate degrees validated by the University of Birmingham. In July
2017, the two institutions signed an enhanced collaboration agreement, which we hope will build on
our existing relationship and give us new opportunities to harness the distinctive and collective
strengths of our two universities. We are now working together closely on degree apprenticeships,
developing partnerships with local FE colleges, staff training and development and international
opportunities.
The Corporation has set out its plans for the future in the University’s Corporate Plan 2017-2020, which
I hope you will ﬁnd useful to read through. Our entire curriculum offer across all levels and modes of
delivery is being renewed over this period to ensure it continues to meet the needs of students and
industry. We are also seeking to continue our proud record of signiﬁcant investment in our facilities,
with exciting expansions to our campus completing over the next twelve months.
The University is expecting to enter a period of signiﬁcant change over the next few years and we are
seeking a new Executive Director of Human Resources and Organisational Development to ensure the
institution is appropriately equipped to deal with the challenges the sector now faces. Our ideal
candidate will be proactive in leading on organisational development and managing change. You will
develop, monitor and deliver the University’s Human Resources Strategy in support of the Corporate
Plan while providing consistent expert advice to the Executive Management Team, governors and staff
across a broad HR remit, including employment law and HR policies and procedures. Strong
communication and leadership qualities will be important, as will a passion for continuous
organisational improvement, achieving the highest professional standards and best practice.
In this candidate brief you can discover more about our University and our plans for the future. I hope
you are excited by our ambitions and the opportunities the role offers for the right candidate. I look
forward to receiving your application.
Professor Michael Harkin
Vice-Chancellor and Principal
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About University College Birmingham

University College Birmingham
Accredited by the University of Birmingham
UCB is in the heart of Birmingham, a city with
one of the youngest, most diverse populations
in Europe – not to mention more than 65,000
students. It’s a combination that creates a
vibrant atmosphere, with plenty of nightlife,
cultural attractions and excitement.
All this activity is minutes away from our halls of
residence in the city centre. Teaching beneﬁts
from our central location too. We’re based in the
conference and hotel quarter, which means
opportunities for practical experience are on our
doorstep.
Successful specialist courses depend on the
best equipment and teaching facilities. We’re
investing heavily in the right resources, with our
new Moss House centre for undergraduate
studies, boasting outstanding sports facilities
and real-life simulation suites for health and
social care, opening at the start of the 2019/20
academic year. This builds on our investment
into McIntyre House, a centre for undergraduate
and postgraduate studies, which opened in
2014.

A Great Place to Study
There is nowhere quite like University College
Birmingham. Not only are we Europe’s leading
specialist in management courses for the
culinary arts, hospitality and tourism
management, but we are also situated in the
heart of one of Britain’s most vibrant cities. Our
students enjoy the best of both worlds,
academic and cultural.
Our vocational degree courses, experienced
tutors and strong links with business give
students the skills they need to tackle a career
in a range of rapidly expanding industries. As
well as excellent tuition, we pride ourselves on
being a friendly place to study. As specialists,
we are not a huge university and our facilities
are spread over three sites and within a few
minutes’ walk of each building.

Our approachable staff work with smaller-thanaverage class sizes to enhance the individual
teaching experience. In addition to wellequipped classrooms, we have a
comprehensively stocked, specialist library
where students beneﬁt from the latest
e-learning resources.
Education with First-Class Rewards
n The quality of our undergraduate and
postgraduate courses, both full-time and
part-time, is further underlined by
accreditation from the University of
Birmingham
n In 2017, UCB was awarded silver in the new
Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF)
Courses that Lead to Real Jobs
We offer undergraduate courses in:
n Accounting and Finance
n Aesthetic Practitioner
n Aviation and Airport Management
n Bakery
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Business Enterprise
Childhood and Education
Culinary Arts
Digital Marketing
Events Management
Food and Nutrition
Food Development and Innovation
Health and Social Care
Hospitality
Marketing Management
Nursing (Planned 2021)
Physiotherapy (Planned 2022)
Professional Cookery
Public Health and Health Promotion
Specialist Hair and Media Make-up
Sport
Sports Therapy/Massage
Strength, Conditioning and Sports Nutrition
Tourism
Youth and Community

n Accredited by the Chartered Management

Institute (CMI)
n Holder of Hospitality Assured (premier)

status for service and business excellence
n First HE institution to gain recognition from

n
n

Our Success and Expertise
n

We constantly strive to improve our credentials
and experience by being accredited to industry
bodies and participating in external assessment
schemes. We are recognised by government
and employer bodies as a centre of vocational
excellence.
n An Accredited Institution of the University of

Birmingham
n Affiliated with the Chartered Institute of
Marketing (CIM)

n
n
n
n

the Tourism Management Institute (TMI) for
our foundation degrees
Centre of Excellence recognition from the
Institute of Travel & Tourism (ITT)
Centre of Excellence – Gold Star recognition
from the Hospitality Guild with a AA College
Rosette 2013/14, awarded by the Hospitality
Guild for our training restaurants
Many courses are accredited by the Institute
of Hospitality
Member of The National Skills Academy for
Baking and Confectionery
The Skills for Health Quality Mark awarded in
recognition of our high standard of training
Accredited by the Society of Sports
Therapists (Sports Therapy degree)
The Chartered Institute for the Management
of Sport and Physical Activity (CIMSPA)
provides student affiliated membership for
Sports Management students
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University College Birmingham Campus

Summer Row
Summer Row is the hub of campus life at
University College Birmingham. The majority of
undergraduate courses are taught here and at
McIntyre House in nearby Holland Street.
Summer Row is conveniently located by the
bustling Colmore Business District, which is
abuzz with top restaurants, trendy bars and cool
cafés. Cambrian Hall, one of the University’s two
main accommodation sites, is just 150 metres
away. Summer Row is home to several facilities
including:
n A specialist library (there is a second library
at Richmond House)
n Resource Centre
n Modern Language Centre
n Knowledge Transfer and Research Centre
n Guild of Students
n English Development Centre
n hired@UCB: careers, placements and
employability service
n Training restaurants, kitchens and commercial
bakeries
n Make-up studios
n Special effects/prosthetics studios

the art Aesthetics Clinics, Prosthetics Suite and
Cabin Crew training facilities in the Summer
Row building.
The kitchens and labs are complemented by a
sensory suite for food testing, a videography
and photography suite and a pilot plant room to
study industrial processes.
Summer Row has a rooftop café serving a dailychanging menu of hot meals, sandwiches, cakes,
teas and coffee. A large café, featuring a varied
food offering including a salad bar, is based on
the 5th ﬂoor. The popular Cakes and Bakes
shop, selling delicious bakery products made by
our students, is on the ground ﬂoor.
UCB excels at courses in culinary arts, food and
beverage service, bakery and patisserie and the
University’s award-winning training restaurants,
the Atrium and the Brasserie, are at Summer
Row. The restaurants, open to students and the
public, offer ﬁne dining and casual British and
European cuisine and provide the backdrop for
special theme evenings arranged by
undergraduate students.

A remodelling of the 4th ﬂoor has paved the
way for the University’s Food Science and
Innovation Suite, with sector-leading facilities
for the delivery of courses. There are two stateof-the-art kitchens, Innovate It and Create It,
and two food science laboratories, Analyse It
and Evaluate It. Over the summer of 2020, a
further £3.5 million is being invested in state of
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McIntyre House
McIntyre House is the University’s purpose-built
centre for undergraduate and postgraduate
study, opened in 2014.
The four-storey building’s stunning design is
underpinned by the latest technology, a highspeciﬁcation ﬁt out, impressive functionality and
cutting-edge environmental features.
McIntyre House, in Holland Street, has two 126seat lecture theatres and a 250-seat ﬂagship
lecture theatre – the University’s biggest – in
addition to seminar rooms, comfortable tutorial
studies and private meeting rooms. There are
also break-out spaces on all ﬂoors for informal
discussions or a quick catch-up with colleagues
and lecturers.

ThinkSpace, on the ground ﬂoor, has glazed
study pods for group work, such as presentation
preparation and project planning. In total, there
are more than 120 PCs available for students to
use in modern, comfortable surroundings
throughout the building.
The ground ﬂoor also has EatSpace, McIntyre
House’s café, which serves breakfasts, lunches,
snacks and drinks and has a Starbucks
concession. EatSpace adjoins a landscaped
courtyard in the heart of the city’s famous
Jewellery Quarter.
An open-air ambiance is mirrored on the top
ﬂoor where there is a terrace – with seating,
planting and a water feature – offering
panoramic views across the city centre. The
Summer Row site – and the Library of
Birmingham – are clearly visible from the roof
terrace.
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Moss House
In 2019/20, three campuses become four with
the opening of our new, Moss House building in
Birmingham’s historic Jewellery Quarter, a short
walk from our other campuses.
As the next phase of a £100 million capital
expansion, show-stopping features within the
four-storey higher education site in Holland
Street (adjacent to McIntyre House) include a
high performance strength and conditioning
suite for sports studies undergraduates,
complete with a training human performance
laboratory.
The teaching and learning spaces at Moss
House, all with WiFi, comprise three 100-seat
lecture theatres and 17 classrooms across two
ﬂoors, as well as a cutting edge, curriculumfocused health facility with simulation and
observation suites replicating a fully-operational
clinical hospital ward. With a central atrium
ﬂooded with natural light and a central, wooden
feature staircase, Moss House has plenty of
breakout seating and semi-formal seating areas,
as well as private meeting rooms.
Moss House also has a modern exhibition space
for students to showcase projects to assessors
and prospective employers, as well as curated
work, and will cater for the Jewellery Quarter
community, putting on displays staged by local
artists and craft workers, and hosting events on
their behalf.
For eating and drinking, students can enjoy a
large, relaxing ‘living room’ with a coffee shop
and a US-style diner with a centrepiece pizza
oven that overlooks the courtyard and has
outdoor seating.

culminating in a design that celebrates the
architectural heritage of the conservation area.
Moss House will also become home to a greatly
enhanced presence on campus for the Student
Guild, with brand new facilities. This coincides
with the Guild President joining the University’s
Senior Management Team, emphasising the
priority UCB places on the student voice.
Design Features
n Internal spaces with a fresh, industrial feel –
exposed concrete columns, metal and glass
n Atrium ﬂooded with natural light built around
a central feature staircase
n Classic red brick with terracotta ﬁnishes to
window sills and headers
n Larger windows at lower levels replaced by
reﬁned, thinner windows on upper level –
reﬂecting the conservation area’s visual
hierarchy
Sustainable Design
Protecting the environment and implementing
sustainable practice are fundamental values we
encourage and deliver at UCB. These are
reﬂected in our campus expansion and the
construction of Moss House, next door to the
BREEAM Excellent rated McIntyre House.
Moss House is set to have designated electric
vehicle charging points for staff, students and
visitors, photovoltaic solar panels, distinguished
recycling stations, smart lighting, rain water
harvesting, sensor taps to minimise water waste
and a landscaped bio diverse courtyard, both
supporting plant and animal species and
providing an outdoor dining and relaxed study
space.

Moss House will also be the higher education
home of the Guild of Students and hired@UCB,
the careers, placements and employability
service for students and alumni, and
Apprenticeships team.
Named in honour of Nigel Moss, Chair of the
Corporation, the higher education site has
85,000 sq ft of new teaching space and a multistorey car park for staff to park on campus,
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Richmond House
Richmond House is the University’s main site for
further education, and some undergraduate
courses use the practical training facilities based
here, including Sport, Health and Social Care,
Specialist Hair and Media Make-up, and
Aesthetic Practitioner.

there are specialist hair and media make-up
studios at Richmond House.
There is a Sports Injury Clinic where the
University’s Sports Therapy students offer a
variety of services to professional athletes,
students and members of the public. Students
are trained to assess and treat patients with
musculoskeletal injuries and deliver services
such as massage and rehabilitation courses.
UCB’s Sports Therapy students also offer sports
therapy and strength and conditioning support
to Student the Guild of Students sports teams.
Richmond House, in Newhall Street, has its own
café, library and resource centre. The
University’s new Health Hub is a purpose-built
facility also located at Richmond House. It
allows students to experience the full range of
settings they are likely to encounter in practice.

It is also where you will ﬁnd the gym, which has
a wide range of cardiovascular equipment,
resistance machines and free weights and
qualiﬁed instructors who can advise on training
courses. Gym membership includes access to
the sauna, steam room and jacuzzi in the Spa,
which is also based at Richmond House.

In addition to high speciﬁcation resources, the
hub includes:
n A three-bedded ward area – allowing
students to interact with simulation manikins
in a virtual ward setting designed for adults
and children
n A clinical treatment area – a realistic
environment to learn clinical skills such as
patient assessment, administration of
medication and wound care
n A typical home area – allowing students to
consider the challenges of delivering health
and social care in the community A 24-seat
teaching area – for group work and
debrieﬁng, linked to activities in the virtual
learning environment
n Each area also features camera recording
equipment to allow students to view clinical
skills demonstrations and practice in the
teaching area

The Spa has hairdressing studios and beauty
therapy salons offering a range of treatments
and services at reduced prices. Additionally,
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Additional Information

You may well ﬁnd it useful to read through the University’s current Corporate Plan for 2017-2020, available
here: http://applications.ucb.ac.uk/corporate-plan/ and our Teaching, Learning and Assessment Strategy
for 2015-2020: https://www.ucb.ac.uk/downloads/policies-and-procedures/strategic-plans/learning-andteaching-strategy/teaching-learning-and-assessment-strategy.pdf
As an Exempt Charity subject to the provisions of the Charities Act 2011 full details of the University’s
ﬁnancial statements for the past nine years and names of our Trustees are available here:
https://www.ucb.ac.uk/about-us/policies/charitable-status.aspx
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Student and Staff Statistics

STUDENT STATISTICS
Total FE (excluding apprenticeships) 1,515

Total Apprenticeships 480

FT FE

1,515

HE Apprenticeships

99

PT FE

0

FE Apprenticeships

381

Home FE

1,480

Home Apprenticeships

468

EU FE

35

EU Apprenticeships

12

IMD FE

600 Decile 1

IMD Apprenticeships

111

Disability declared FE

99

Disability declared Apprenticeships

22

Total HE (excluding apprenticeships) 4,950

7,000 students, 26% FE, 74% HE.
1,300 EU, 600 non-EU.
Including apprenticeships, 20% of our

FT HE

4,238

PT HE

712

Home HE

3,105

EU HE

1,267

Overseas HE

578

IMD HE

911 Decile 1

23% of our students come from areas of
high deprivation.

Disability declared HE

480

8.5% of our students have declared a disability.

students are part-time.

Growing portfolio of apprentices in both
FE and HE.

STAFF STATISTICS
Permanent Staff

633

Permanent Academic

292

Permanent Professional Support Services

341

Female – Male (as a percentage)

Female 403 – Male 230 = 63.66% Female

Gender Pay Gap – BCC Payroll Services Calculate
this on our behalf and we only have data for 2017

2017 results Mean women’s pay 13.4% less
and Median women’s pay 2.9% less

BAME – non BAME (as a percentage).

21% of staff are BAME.
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The Role – Executive Director of Human Resources
and Organisational Development

University College Birmingham is a unique
university, vocationally driven with a strong
emphasis on teaching and learning, rather than
research. We are immensely proud of our roots
in Further Education, and FE students still make
up almost 30% of our cohort. We are also
proud of our strong record on widening access
for groups of students who are severely
underrepresented in Higher Education.
Although we have Taught Degree Awarding
Powers in our own right, most of our degrees
are accredited by the University of Birmingham,
one of the world’s top ranked academic
institutions, and our partnership with them
remains an extremely important one.
Main Duties and Responsibilities
n Leading the organisation through a
re-alignment of the current external
challenges facing both the Further and
Higher Education sectors and
Apprenticeships.
n Lead and embed a culture which values
employee well-being and the importance of
individual and organisational health,
supported by a range of specialist
interventions.
n Development of a visionary Human Resources
strategy which aligns with the University’s
Strategic Plan and which will give the
University’s HR service the capability to
deliver the highest standards of
organisational development leadership.
n Developing the workforce and outlining major
new re-training/upskilling initiatives.
n Representing the University within UCEA and
preparing our strategic response on pay
awards, pension changes or changes to
employment regulations.
n Accountability for people and resources,
working closely with the Finance department
to ensure a cost-effective but high quality
experience for students, one which is both
proportionate and appropriate.
n Taking responsibility for establishing clear,
University-wide priorities for the workforce
and setting new service standards for Human
Resources and new approaches to working
collaboratively with an empowered staff
body.

n Provide inspirational and shrewd leadership
within the organisation to embed a culture of
shared ownership of strategic objectives,
encouraging an inclusive, high performing
practice.
Person Speciﬁcation
n Demonstrable ability to strategically support
and lead organisations through
transformational organisational change.
n Extensive experience of initiating and
developing successful wide-ranging employee
development programmes.
n An excellent understanding of the
implications of the ﬁnancial, commercial,
political and regulatory environment and
particularly of HR legislation, procedure and
best practice over employee relations and
employee resourcing.
n Strong evidence of strategic leadership in
implanting and embedding equality and
diversity throughout a Higher Education
Institution.
n Experience of modernising and leading digital
approaches to recruitment and of
management of the workforce.
n CIPD Fellowship.
n Excellent written, verbal and communication
skills, with the ability to articulate visions and
strategy and analyse their impact on the
University in presentations at Executive and
Board level.
n A demonstrable commitment to UCB’s
distinctive mission and the collective
responsibility needed to fully achieve it.
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Terms of Appointment & How to Apply

Terms of Appointment
This post is offered on a full time, permanent
basis.
A competitive remuneration package will be
agreed with the preferred candidate.
How to Apply
IIn order to apply, please submit a comprehensive
curriculum vitae (CV), speciﬁcally prepared for
this role. This should be a maximum of six sides
of A4 with a minimum font size of 11. An
extensive publication list is not required at
application stage, so please do not append one.
Your CV should be accompanied by a covering
letter setting out your interest in the role and
details of how you match the required criteria.
The covering letter should be a maximum of four
sides of A4 with a minimum font size of 11.
Please include current salary details and the
names and addresses of three referees
separately. Referees will not be approached until
the ﬁnal stages and not without prior permission
from candidates.
Please email completed applications to
Nicola Baker, n.baker@ucb.ac.uk

and work here: to create a culture where inclusion,
equality and diversity are embraced; where
employment and educational opportunities are
open to all; and where everyone involved with
UCB is treated with fairness, dignity and respect.
We serve a diverse community and seek to
develop a workforce that is representative of the
community. No applicant will be treated less
favourably than others on the grounds of age,
gender, disability, family or marital/civil
partnership status, race, nationality, national or
ethnic origin, sexual orientation, religious or other
beliefs, or for any reason which cannot be shown
to be justiﬁed.
We particularly welcome female applicants and
those from an ethnic minority, as they are underrepresented within the University’s Executive
Management Team. UCB is also committed to
ensuring that people with disabilities are treated
fairly and well, are supported at work and enabled
to carry out their role effectively.
You are encouraged to identify any particular
arrangements we can make to assist you at
interview in your letter of application.

UCB strives to actively celebrate diversity and
promote equality of opportunity for all who learn
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